Dream Metallics™ Collection
Flecks & Mica Powders
Metallic Flecks—The large particle size of this metallic option makes it ideal for spraying over
any solid color or StoneFlecks™ Ultra Multi-Color Finish to add a touch of shimmer.

Antique Silver

Frost Pearl

Burnished Gold Mocha Bronze

Radiant Copper

Ebony Black

Metallic Mica Powders—The rich metallic mica powders offer deep colors that apply
beautifully using spraying, rolling, pouring or brushing techniques. Available in 10, 50, and 450
grams packaging.

Wine Red2

Scarlet Red2

Ocean Blue2

Sapphire Blue2

Apple Green2

Carnation Pink2

Lilac Purple2

Royal Purple2

Magenta2

Hazelnut Brown2

Venetian Bronze2

Copper Kettle2

Orange Gold2

Gunmetal Gray2

Black Gray2

Canary Yellow1

Tropical Orange1

1 White basecoat recommended
2 Black basecoat recommended

Note: All Dream Metallics products are sold by gram weight. Due to the variance in
density of certain colors, some packaging may appear more full than others.

Final colors and pattern may vary due to application technique, basecoat color, environmental conditions, the surfaces
being treated, differences in computer monitors, and other elements which may cause differences from the samples
presented. All colors are representative only.

Dream Metallics™ Collection
Pearls, Sparkles, & Special Effects
Pearlescent Powders—For a softer look, we recommend spraying, rolling, pouring or
brushing these pearl colors on to a dark primed surface as a flood coat color. Available in 10, 50,
and 450 grams packages

White Pearl2

Green Pearl2

Blue Pearl2

Silver Pearl2

Gold Pearl2

Pink Pearl2

Violet Pearl2

Sparkle Effects Powders—For a more glittery surface, these light reflecting sparkle effects
add elegance to any spray, roll, pour or brush technique. Available in 10, 50, and 450 grams packages.

PinkSparkle2

Purple Sparkle2

Light Blue Sparkle2

Dark Blue Sparkle2

Bronze Sparkle2

Special Effects Powders—For a more vibrant surface, these special effects colors
add a neon pop of color to any spray, roll, pour or brush technique. Available in 10, 50, and 450
grams packages.

Fluorescent Yellow1

Fluorescent Green1

Fluorescent Orange1

Fluorescent Purple1

Fluorescent Pink1

Fluorescent Blue1

1 White basecoat recommended
2 Black basecoat recommended

Note: All Dream Metallics products are sold by gram weight. Due to the variance in
density of certain colors, some packaging may appear more full than others.

Final colors and pattern may vary due to application technique, basecoat color, environmental conditions, the surfaces
being treated, differences in computer monitors, and other elements which may cause differences from the samples
presented. All colors are representative only.

